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On the provision of military supplies —focusing on the Livestock and grain in 
west line from 1729 to1735 
The paper by the Qing Dynasty west line  military supplies took theresearch 
object, takeing the grain and the domestic animal as the keypoint, the utilization 
history study real diagnosis law, concurrently by the data statistics, inspects Yong 
Zheng the military suppliesmilitary supplies which garrisons towards the west line  
militarysupplies military supplies and Hexi corridor.The full text by the introduction, 
the main text and the conclusionthree major part is composed, the main text includes 
six chapters. 
The introduction of this dissertation define the objects “ Westline ”and “military 
supplies” ,stateing the reasons and  meanings of selecting objects;traces the 
academic history on this study,and introduces thematerial and methodolody. 
First chapter: Discusses Yong zheng vicissitude which delimits towardsthe Shaanxi 
and Gansu administrative area, the climate condition and county social economy 
condition in Gansu , the grain reserves of Shaanxi and Gansu  
Second chapter: the Hexi corridor and Barkol.are two wide ranges,in which 
thetroops sation ,quantity of the troops change .the papers take the Yong Zheng 
dynasty as the time intervals,inspecting changing of the quantity for defense  
Third chapter:Take the concrete military supplies document as theresearch object, 
analyseing  the type and the quantityof military grain  in the west line after 
1929,analysis on quantity  of different type military supplies grain and the regional 
distribution; 
Fourth chapter: The function change hands over which from the Ming and Qing 
Dynasties post obtains, take the concrete military suppliestransportation as the 
example, mending formerly the wrong understanding of station function, and the 
military suppliestransportation tool, the transportation system, and mens of 
transport,organization and transportation cost are also important problem. 














Chapter six describes that livestock ,includeing horses  cameal 、 mules cow、
sheep and so on are buyed ,its are feeded and transported to the westline under 
escort;,after the war is over,All livestocks are manayed . 
Conclusion: Makes the induction and the summary to the full text,thought Yong 
Zheng govement the west road military supplies,grain and fodder's military supplies 
region item by item west moves inparticular, certainly has not had the big change, the 
good climaticconditions has provided the convenience for Shanxi and Gansu's grain 
production.grainreserves, the market, opened up wasteland constituted the west line 
military supplies grain source of supply, proportion of opens up w the asteland which 
occupied in the military supplies is gradually strengthened, because military supplies 
grain stone type different, the concrete grain military supplies region was different; 
The militarysupplies of horses and camels are transported to Military compound from 
Ordos Plateau ,partially from Henan, Shanxi, Shaanxi and Gansu supplies, but mules 
military supplies then all depend the inland. 
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